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For two years I searched the Internet, how to generate unlimited traffics (visitors), how to 
get clicking visitors and how to skyrocket your website with thousands of hits daily. I 
used various of method but none of them managed to soar me up to top ranking in Yahoo, 
Google and MSN. The question “Why Yahoo, Google and MSN ?”

If you visit www.alexa.com, you will notice they are the Top 3 mothership search engine. 
They are just like the entire heart of the Internet. Any corner in the world, you will never 
miss Yahoo, Google or MSN. 

After several nights, I decided to published an e-book and let you see how to sell your 
website with words. It is simple like magic and you are not going to believe it after you 
finish my whole book of cyber-knowledge.

Now, you are going to discover the unrevealed 9 steps where no one will show or tell you 
what they are. Before we sail any further, I highlighted the rules or guide for you to 
understand what you will be reading in the next few minutes. Here are the foolproof 
where I am going to make your website a big turnover:

1. Simple, Easy, Direct and Straight to point
2. Killer Headlines
3. Convince and Sell Your Story
4. The Backdoor Keywords
5. The Combination
6. Audio & Video
7. Power Of Words
8. Create an Identity
9. Optimize Your Contents

You have seen multiple ways to earn money online. Some example here, Selling 
products, multilevel marketing, downline builder, pyramid builder, surf and get paid, web 
hosting, domain registration, payment processor, home base travel agent, online exchange 
currency, selling softwares, ebooks, mp3, videos and it just won’t end.

One thing in common besides looking for money using the Internet, all categories of 
online business and marketing won’t budge it there are no visitors. A website without 
visitors is a total empty nutshell. The nut is inside but people only managed to see the 
shell. 

It applies that people know they can purchase products using the Internet but they don’t 
know where is your website. I’ve been a computer “dummy”, who knows nothing much 
about the Internet. I just send emails, do the chatting, watch movies, listen to hits and do 
the ‘all-about’ as most people do.
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For some reasons, (me) most of us keep seeing ads all over the Internet. “Start your 
home-based business now”, “Earn up to $5000 in front of your computer”, “The Internet 
ATM machine”. Do I clicked them ? Of course I do. Every time I click and spend 5-10 
minutes on the site, read the main page, the FAQ page and finally it just lead me to pay 
money. 

I purchased several e-books before and I keep trying from one system to another system 
but it just won’t work or maybe to say I need to spend more money. Believe or not, I‘ve 
been reading over 30 e-books within this 2 years. It do increased my cyber-knowledge 
but I still can’t find the “backdoor” behind all this secrets to make a big income online.

I’ve read online marketing expert’s book, how to create a website e-books, books by 
professional online gurus, motivation books and almost any jargons. The more I read, the 
more it leads me to nowhere and make me confuse. Every single day, which added up to 
730 days I keep pondering in my brain….What is the trick ? How they do it ?

This goes on and on until one day I discovered the backdoor of the secrets to “make your 
site sell”. Is a lifetime secret to make your site sell, self-promote, auto listed and never 
stop. I had washed my hands on traffic exchange programs. My site is self-promoting 
now and I don’t have to worry about not getting visitors. Every second, including this 
very moment you are reading now, my site received real clicks from surfers. 

What is the trick ? Let me highlight you with some real facts. If you start a new product, 
it requires a lot of exposure and promotion. It won’t sell on its own without any 
advertisement. Is that true ? Probably only a 60% “Yes”. The main frame that you must 
remember always in your mind in order to find the backdoor to drive crazy traffics to 
your side is “You need surfers ATTENTION”. 

Attention or awareness is an amazing ultimate physic power to let people remember 
something on your site or about you. 

Simple, Easy, Direct and Straight to the point
At first, I decided to write a long 150 pages of this e-book and most probably I will add 
some pictures, increase the font, add the line spacing or simply just make my book look 
like a top notch wanted book. NO! I understand what readers want, ‘simple, easy, direct 
and straight to the point’.

If I am reading a flyer from a new open wet market, “Fish 1KG = $1.00” or would you 
prefer “Fresh fish, fresh fish, caught from the deep blue sea this morning, it moves 
and it swims, come buy from us now at The Wet Market. We are selling real cheap 
and offer the best” The first quote already tell you the price and you already made up 
your mind how much you need to purchase. 

The same thing how my book will turn your site into a self-promoting webpage. As you 
can see this book is simple with less than 10 pages but I am giving all secrets you need to 
know. I’ve shown you the first step how to powerup your website with words. Remember 
‘simple, easy, direct and straight to the point’.
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Killer Headlines
Now, we are getting in to the next step “Traffic Jam Your Site with words”. I often like to 
use this brilliant idea when I need to draw more visitors to my website. In order to make 
your new site sell, you have to learn to harness the power of thunderstorming your site.
“KILLER HEADLINES”. Killier headlines are really a quick tornado turnover for 
surfers to be aware of your site. You need their attention. Make them ‘READ IT’ and 
then click it. The most common word in the Internet where nearly 80% websites use for 
attention is “FREE”. Of course I am not asking you to make a site with just a big text 
“FREE”.

The meaning of killer headline is not about promotional headlines. The most important 
thing is about getting surfers attention. We want them to see it, read it and click it.

There are many forms of killer headlines. Example “This might be your last 
opportunity, I am going to reveal all my secrets to make money online without 
investing a single dime for only 100 selected webmasters”. 

Sometimes I have to rake my brains several nights in order just to get my site a very good 
headline. Here is one example of dominating killer headline “‘I accidentally discover 
the backdoor how to get yourself listed and top ranking in Yahoo, Google and MSN. 
This is one of the reason how tons of visitors blast my website in just 2 weeks.’

Once you read it, you will read on and on. Here is a sux site 
http://bigdreams.50webs.com with a good headline. Is only a simple site without any 
professional web design.  An old site of mine when I started to play with small money 
jokes using e-gold. I don’t mind sharing with you but believe or not, I am earning money 
from such a lame site. I am not trying to brag but just trying to tell you ‘how a silent 
lamb’ make easy money.

With such a site I managed to get more than 450 direct downlines in 5 months and still 
making money from it after 2 years. It just won’t stop. I’ve been passing this same 
technique down to all my downlines, my friends, strangers and they just love it. Is like 
they discovered a backdoor to make their site sell like hot cakes even when they sleep.

Convince and Sell Your Story
The next thing I want to talk about might relate to “Ripleys Believe it Or Not”. This 
show is extremely popular and hot. A very convincing show and you will buy all the 
clips. One of the best way to sell your site is having a convincing contents or information. 
You have to make it interesting, with real proof and images in order to let people ‘buy 
your story’. 

Buying your story is not about the creating the impossible to the most possible idea. You 
can start telling people how you make money online or generate an income over 
$100,000 in a month but make sure what you are going to let them see is with real facts. 
An idea or concept everyone can accept. You are not going to tell people you make 
money by sitting in front of your computer doing nothing”. If I add one more word, 
things are going to be different. I make money through my computer doing almost 
nothing. Of course, everyone is eager to know what exactly is the ‘almost’ part. What is 
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the secret? They will keep on reading and see what your site have for offer. If you are 
offering some unbelievable make money ideas, you have twist and turn a bit to make it 
look possible. 

There is no point owning one of the best designed website in the world. Bear in mind, 
“Even the best designed website in the world won’t sell on its own without any 
traffic”. Imagine a website with full of pictures and no text or words at all. You will 
never get to idea what’s the website trying to tell you. But if you spice it with some 
words, or even just a headline it is going to be a total blast.

The Backdoor Keywords
Ready for the long awaited secret ? Alright, let us now learn the backdoor to promote 
your website. Why I started this e-book ? ‘Traffic Jam Your Site With Words.’
Precisely now I am going to explain how you can actually do a few days promotion and 
get listed in Yahoo, Google or MSN with no sweat. 

Rule number 4: Do not expect to hit the Top 3 or Top 10 ranking even you managed to 
get your site into the backbone of this 3 search engine. How to find out your site already 
get listed ?

If you signed up for a domain, http://www.ifoundnothing.com and later on you get a good 
hosting and start to upload your pages. Once you are done, try key in your website name 
using Yahoo, Google or MSN search box. Most probably this is what you will see.

Don’t be disappointed. You are going to see your site up in just a few days. Remember, 
you are not spending any money yet and I strictly hate to see people waste money on 
advertising their website. I try my ways several times and I made it. 

1 Simple rule to follow here, is good to have your site address related to your headline or 
contents. Here is one good example. If you url is http://www.1hourbigprofit.com, you can 
start with a headline ‘Discover how I make a big profit of $25,183 in only 1 hour’. 
Once your headline is related to your url, is time to combine it with your paragraphs. This 
is how it is going to work.
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When you start to promote your site at any forums, chatrooms, using emails, downline 
list, traffic exchange sites, link exchange site or simply just submit it to a few search 
engine, all the webs spyder starting to crawl all over your sites. I would recommend 
focusing your site particularly on one or two things that you really good at. Don’t just 
jump in, create a site and start to promote blindly for people to signup. It requires some 
skill and technique. 

When this web crawler or web-bot detect the combination on your site, your domain 
name, your headlines and your contents, they will start to categorized it. Lets say your 
site is about all computer and hardware. If you repeat this word “computer” around your 
site for umpteen times, the web-bot will relatively recognized it and slot it into the 
‘computer ’ category.

Anytime someone uses Yahoo, Google or MSN search engine and key-in “computer” or 
“hardware”, there is a high possibility your site will pop out under Top 10 ranking. As 
long as it is self-promoting, there is a high possibility you will get the top ranking under 
related categories. Often remember, the better your contents (full of facts and 
information), the higher your chance to get ranked in first place. 

The Combination

Try this combination here. A headline and the first paragraph

‘ Make money at home using a Personal Computer ‘

‘ Ever thought of making some extra money at home ? If I am going to show you how 
you can make some fast money using your home personal computer, what is your say ? 
I will teach you all the in and outs how I sit under my roof and start to earn few thousands 
a month just through my computer. Stop wasting time looking for odd jobs that promise 
your measly pay. Just follow my easy 1-2-3 guide and you are going to sit comfortably in 
your home. All you need is a home, a personal computer and my guide on “How to 
make money at home using a personal computer ”

Now below here is a simple table how easy search engine able to direct surfers to your 
website under related categories.. Any keywords they enter, there are calculation to get 
your site listed.

Money 2% Computer 2%
Make Money 10% Personal Computer 3%
Make Money at home 70% Home 2%
Make Money at home 
using computer

95% How to Make money using a computer 90%
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Why is it this way ? Basically, your site is about making money at home using a 
computer. It is not about home or computer. For keywords below 10%, your site is most 
probably left behind. The 3 main keywords in your headline and paragraph is “Money, 
Home and Computer”. So if surfers create a text line “Make Money at home with 
Computer”, your site most probably will be listed on the Top 3 ranking.

The percentage of search engine getting your site listed under related search varies from 
the keywords surfers used. 

I once helped a friend before, who owned a website selling web templates. His website 
was struggling to survive every month and couldn’t even get into top 20 ranking in 
Yahoo. I browsed every single page of his site seeing the missing puzzle. It was too plain 
with simple pictures and captions only. I spend 1 whole week adding ‘oxford words’ 
into his sites and a snap!, his site managed to enter top 5 in list. It was nothing to be 
surprise but I proved it again “Traffic Jam Your Site With Words”.

Combination is one key to let search engine digitally understand what is your website all 
about. If it is about cars and bikes, then let it be. Don’t switch to food or clothes unless 
you reciprocate it with other sites. 

The Power Of Word
If you would like to ask how strong is the power of words ? I can tell you it is strong 
enough to start a war and bring down a big continent. I often see how people who start 
making money online ramping here and there. Thus, I usually guide them with 1 phrase 
“Learn and understand the cyber-language first.” Once you figure out what surfers 
and readers are looking for, you will be making money in no time. 

With a trick or two, you are able to control the mind of readers and surfers by using easy 
words. “Remember to visit my site again as I will update it with more free e-books.” 
These are call responsive words and it will trigger as a strong approach to draw new and 
old visitors back. Here is one more example I doubt you wouldn’t want to know “Click 
here to find out How I made $7000 with my idiot plan”. We need surfers and readers 
to response to your words. Once they are hook up they are all yours. 

People often come up to me asking ‘How to drive unlimited visitors to website everyday 
?’ My answer to them, ‘Let Yahoo understand you digitally and then your visitors 
will understand you seriously.’ Is indeed a good statement. The keyword repetition trick 
makes your site categorized and gets listed in no time.

You don’t need any brainy system, any new revolutionary e-books or spend any bucks 
from your pocket to get your site listed or advertised. I did it countless of times and it just 
pop out real easy. Don’t ever let readers get a hangman on your site. Make sure all words 
on your site have a head and a tail. How it starts and how it end.

Stop spending money creating flash banner, buying advertising space or purchasing 
promotion packs. You are simply paying people to visit your site. It just won’t works this 
way. 
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Create An Identity
Why is it better to create an identity online? Creating an identity on the Internet is an 
ideal way to drive more visitors to your site. Make it real. Simply, all the words are not 
just like ‘copy and paste’. Every site is own by a mysterious person. Surfers tend to be 
more careful meeting the right person to teach them the right things. The Internet is a 
competitive market and full of scammers lurking behind. 

You can find millions of websites selling the same product but if they get to know you, 
they understand you better. Surfers will see the better side of you. It just pop in their 
brain “Wow, this guy is great !”, “Can’t believe it, he is making such an income.” 
Surfers are able to feel the interaction between you and them. There is no need to tell 
everyone about your background, your family, your personal problems, your health 
condition or simply your favorite food. Just leave your nickname or a short name where 
is easy for surfers to remember. Tell them your success stories and you are going to help 
them too. Leave an email or ways of contact and let them get to you. They know who you 
are and they believe your words mean success to them.

Audio and Videos
If you are born with a silver voice or friendly tongue, simply spend 3-5 minutes to 
produce an audio using friendly words and upload it to your site.

“Hi there, well…this is going to be an extreme opportunity for us to make money. I know 
what you are looking for and I understand why you are here. I am not going to waste 
your time but I would be excited to give you my free copy of newsletters and report. You 
are going to change dramatically after you read it and once again I am Mr.Money, Best 
wishes to your success.”

Is not too hard isn’t it. See, the key here with a simple audio it really catch someone’s 
attention. Although is just some plain words with sound I guarantee you that surfers will 
be more focus and listen. There is an approaching guts driving into their mind to tune 
their trust to you. 

Often when I start a site, I will just promote it slightly at a few traffic exchange site or 
simply submit it to a few search engines. I even managed to get one of my site listed 
without any submission. Simple website without pictures and full of text.

Optimize Your Contents
If you already owned a website and started promoting on traffic exchange site, is time to 
get a flashback whether your contents meet Yahoo, Google or MSN requirements. 
Everytime you lay your site, do not focus too much on making money. First of all, you 
have to let surfers know what you offer them and how your things work. Once they 
receive the pack of information about your product or service, they will make a quick 
decision. 

This table below here will show you how fast you can get yourself listed and skyrocket 
your website traffic in no time with the right contents.
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Contents Duration to get listed
Disorder and in mess 45 days
Related 30 days
Appropriate 20 days
In order and related 15 days
Informative and In Order 10 days
Compact and qualified information 1 week or less

As you can see, from the table above is better to look back and improvise the contents on 
your website. Don’t waste your time doing a “no result” promotion or advertisement. 
You need a win-win system here. 

Now, if you discover something different in my book, I do hope you preserve the 
knowledge and share it with everyone. I could sell this book for maybe $30 or $50 but it 
just won’t work with me. I’ve seen how people spend more than $100 getting a money 
system or simply an e-book ended up as a waste product and claiming it as a scam. 

YOU have read all my contents and learn more or less a bit of something, If it is not 
working out with you, don’t shout for scam. You paid nothing to me, not even an email 
address I requested.

A bonus tip here before I leave, here are some websites for you to download tons of free 
marketing e-books, money making system and website submission. 

Websites & Freebies

http://www.primeprofit.110mb.com/Getfreebiesnow.htm
http://www.mydownlineclub.com/builder/p5.cgi/1932/
http://www.submitexpress.com/submit.html
http://www.freewebsubmission.com
http://www.buildwebsite4u.com/tools/submission.shtml
http://www.hits2u.com/?462715
http://www.allsitecafe.com/submitter/submit.html

Once again, I am Tom WillShire and I hope my easy and free “Traffic Jam Your Site 
With Words” book helps you more or less about how to sell your site using good words, 
the right technique and the essential steps. Don’t crack your brain too hard or keep 
flipping the dictionary. Remember “Simple, easy, direct and straight to the point.
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LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the 
creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or 
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly 
changing nature of the Internet.

The Publisher will not be responsible for any losses or damages of any kind 
incurred by the reader whether directly or indirectly arising from the use of the 
information found in this report.

This report is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or 
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent 
professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field.

No guarantees of income are made. Reader assumes responsibility for use of 
information contained herein. The author reserves the right to make changes 
without notice. The Publisher assumes no responsibility or liability whatsoever on 
the behalf of the reader of this report.

You are allow to distribute this book for free, resell it or give it as a bonus pack but 
you are not in any ways / under any circumstances to edit the contents in this book. 
You have to keep the contents remain unchanged.


